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Across

2. a subregion of Oceania

6. region of Earth's stratosphere that 

absorbs most of the Sun's ultraviolet (UV) 

radiation.

10. a colorfull ecosystem

11. a subregion of Oceania, made up of over 

1,000 islands

15. a ring-shaped coral reef

19. the indigenous Polynesian people of New 

Zealand.

21. a place with minimal rainfall and 

freezing temeratures

22. what is the secomd longest river in asia

23. a thick floating platform of ice

25. a desert in north china and mongolia

26. what is the name for a part of a 

continent

28. what is India's most important river

30. a peninsula in southeast asia

32. major south-flowing river in South Asia.

33. a large peice of freshwater ice that has 

broken off a glacier

35. what is asia's longest river

36. a seasonal wind bringing rain

37. peninsula that extends out from east asia 

into the pacific ocean

38. China's major population center

Down

1. the worlds tallest mountain range

3. what is the name for a sismic sea wave

4. is the northernmost part of the mainland 

of Antarctica,

5. the third largest island in the world

7. deposit at the mouth of a river

8. the world's largest coral reef system

9. an island group or island chain

12. a long peninsula in southeast asia

13. the roof of the world

14. a trans-boundary river in Southeast Asia.

16. people original to the island

17. an area of land under state

18. What is the tallest mountain in the world

20. a subregion of Oceania extending from the 

western end of the Pacific

24. an entity engaged in raising or 

harvesting fish

27. What is the highest moumtain in Japan

29. what is yellow and grey sediment 

deposited by floods

31. a large island in the pacific

34. the vast, remote, arid interior of 

Australia.


